
Frontline teams see tasks assigned to them and their teammates
Task completion is confirmed with photo verification or other options
Completion metrics are shared with head office, and team members can be recognized for high
task completion rates

Streamline processes, improve quality and ensure staff consistently executes on your brand
promise
Reduce the strain on managers with HQ-assigned tasks and templates and easy manager
verification
Operationalize what they’ve learned through training to increase efficiencies for your frontline

Enable your frontline to get tasks done correctly, 
the first time
Your staff wants to know exactly what’s expected of them on a 
daily basis. Enabling them with Axonify Operations ensures that 
hey have everything they need to execute consistently and 
confidently:

Keep your people doing what matters most with Axonify Operations

Axonify’s guided task management keeps frontlines
focused on the jobs that are critical to success and
deliver results. 

Axonify Operations



Managing their team’s checklists including company-mandated or suggested tasks, and their
own custom tasks
Using tasks to drive pre-shift team huddles
Monitoring the progress on task completion and reinforce desirable behavior

Take the burden off managers 
Between training staff, disseminating critical information and keeping locations afloat, frontline
managers don’t always have enough time for tactical strategy. With Axonify Operations, reduce
the strain on managers so they can focus on driving business outcomes by:

Deploy mandatory or suggested tasks at company-wide or regional levels
Track task completion, quickly identifying knowledge gaps or engagement issues
Use proactive insights to see how well your team is completing tasks on the floor (and course-
correct as needed!)

Operationalize processes at scale
Keep your frontline focused on the right tasks and get oversight into who may be at-risk so you can
get ahead of future problems, no matter the size of your organization. 

With Axonify it’s easy to standardize processes, monitor task completion and even predict event
success, at scale. Here’s how:

learn more axonify.com
 


